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monitor both your U. To receive your legal notices electronically, your computer must be
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must meet minimum system requirements. Your privacy and security are important to us. That
is why we require you to use a browser with bit security encryption to proceed with your
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remain confidential. If you choose to receive legal notices and statements electronically and
then want a paper notice, call us at the number on the back of your card and we will mail it to
you. You may cancel through account online or by calling us at the number on the back of your
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Statements and E-Communications Authorization I agree to receive my billing statements and
other legal notices electronically as available. Access this page from your Home Screen. Make
your User ID and Password two distinct entries. Use phrases that combine spaces and words i.
NOTE: 1 space only between each word or character. You should not: Use your name. Use
multiple consecutive spaces. Use more than three consecutive or sequential digits unless your
User ID is an email address i. Use a single word that can be found in the dictionary. Use
something readily identifiable, such as your name, birthday, spouse or child's name, Social
Security Number, phone number or street address. These can be traced directly to you and are
easy for potential hackers to guess. Use letters or numbers that are near each other on the
keyboard i. Share your information with anyone â€” ever. Need more suggestions? Have some
fun and try one of these formulas: Choose a meaningful phrase with words in it e. Insert two
digits into a word e. Replace the vowels or other letters in a short phrase with numbers or other
characters. Misspell a word, drop some letters, add other characters, or make up crazy words
using symbols instead of vowels or consonants. Drop the vowels in a long word e. Even better,
add some numbers e. Agreements null. Thus, if you do not want to receive marketing material
by email, just indicate your preference on your email profile. If you do so, please note that you
could continue to receive some marketing information until your request is processed.
Important Note: Please keep in mind that Citi reserves the right to continue to notify you by
email regarding your account. Welcome to Your New Online Account. Get around faster in an
intuitive, clutter-free environment. Log in from anywhere with a design optimized for any device.
Manage your account your way with all the features you enjoyed beforeâ€”and more. Site Tour
Site Tour. Modificar preferencia de idioma. Site Map. Privacy Link opens in a new window.
Notice at Collection Link opens Notice at Collection in a new window. Accessibility Link opens
in a new window. Site Terms Link opens in a new window. Get Help Hi, how can I help? Hi, how
can I help? How would I wire up 3 black cables? Would I put 2 on one post? Sign In to join the
community Help. Gift Ideas. Changing a Light Switch in a mobile home. I need helping figuring
out how to change out an old light switch in a mobile home with a new toggle switch, just the
regular one that has the 3 screws you attach the wires to. Problem is, when I removed the old
switch I noticed it is wired up weird. Or different from the new switch anyways. Instead of just
having one set of 3 wires like most of the tutorials I have seen, it has 3 sets of 3 wires that are
wired into this box. Trying to figure out how to fix this so that I can install the new switches. Will
I need to install new electrical boxes old work and then wire nut the excess wires and just use 3
of them like the new switch is set up? If so, does it matter which set I use? Or do I need to do
something different entirely? Any help would be appreciated! Including an image of kind of what
the box looks like, its one I found online. Only difference is mine has 3 sets of wires instead of
the two shown in the picture. Not what you were looking for? Try posting a question. Like 0

Comment 8 Stay updated Report. I don't see three cables in your picture so I'm a little confused.
Based on the two cables, this is probably what you want to do. Best Answer. Like 0 Report.
Thanks for the response. But yes in my post I said that is a picture that I found online that looks
like mine except that I have two sets of wires coming in from the bottom and 1 coming in from
the top instead of the 2 shown in the picture. Do you know how I would wire it in that case? Hey
BritnyK, Thanks for joining us here on the community! It gives us a better idea of what you are
working with, so thanks for giving us an image. However, I do understand your wiring
configuration is different from the pic you found on the internet. You will need an old work box
shown below as you stated for the new switch to be housed safely in the wall. Make sure the
power is turned off beforehand to ensure you are working with unenergized wiring. You most
likely will need to inspect and view where the wires are going in the mobile home at the panel
and other nearby devices as well. Once you track down where the wires are going, you can then
install the new switch. Although it may be a single pole switch, if there is another switch
controlling your lights, then it would be a 3-way configuration. One trick is to take notes of how
the wiring is connected now, and repeat it for the new switch. You can either draw or take a
picture of it, so the replacement will be easier. The above questions and answers have helped a
lot, since we have the same issue. I am attaching photos of the switches we are going to
replace. I have purchased the blue work box like you have shown above and 3 switches. Only 1
switch has gone bad but we are having to replace them all because of how they are grouped
together. All 3 switches have 3 sets of 3 wires attached. I am wondering what the third set of
wires is for, they seem to connect each box together, is this necessary? What purpose do they
serve? Can I just omit them when I am connecting the new switches? Thank you for your time.
Hello Brogdon. Yes, just like the old switch was wired. The pair of blacks are power in, and pass
through power out to the next part of the electrical circuit. The single cable is the load. Like 1
Report. Hello all. I have a Hampton Bay ceiling fan. The UPC is I have replaced the switch that
controls the speed with a Westinghouse, Now the fan only has two speeds low-low and high
with no medium. The original switch is a Zing Ear number ZEs6. I have been unable to locate the
exact switch anywhere. Can someone please help me with this issue? I see you have tried a
different fan switch that did not work. I also reached out to Westinghouse, to see if they could
cross reference your switch. Sorry they did not have a cross reference chart. I found out your
fan was manufactured by a company called Crest Fan. Unfortunately they are not in business
any more. You might try and put the name of the switch company on the web and see if you can
find that same switch. Hopefully that will get you the correct information and you can get your
fan up and running again the right way. I've had a failure with the same switch. So far, web sites
have listed these part numbers as replacements:. I'm hoping I can find a better deal than that.
Thank you but, Homedepot already offered that solution. Like Hunter!! They are out of stock
near at my store. Hooray for Lowes!!! Grrrr, homedepot.. No, Lowe's is not an exact
replacement. Iread someplace else that it would work, well I needed to replace the switch
because the mount is broken, the switch works electrically. I tried it and now my 3 speed fan
still has 3 speeds Sign In to join the community Help. Ceiling fan speed switch replacement
number. Not what you were looking for? Try posting a question. Like 0 Comment 7 Stay updated
Report. Lowes is the place. Done deal. Best Answer. Like 1 Report. Hi Cyndylew, welcome to the
community. Sorry to hear your having a problem with you fan switch. Like 0 Report. Thanks
Ken. I reached out to Westinghouse. They were no help. For older Hampton Bay fan,
Westinghouse 3 speed switch part number single capacitor did not work. It made no sound
except on fourth chain pull when it hummed, and blades never moved. Wired exactly like
original - yellow to L, grey to 1, white to 2, black to 3. I bought the other Westinghouse 3 speed
switch part number dual capacitor, wired it in the same sequence and the fan works like new.
Hello, I want to install a door light switch for a pantry door that when you open the door a light
will come on. Right now there is no light in the pantry and you have turn on all the lights on in
the kitchen and dinning room to see inside it. I plan on using a old American light rope I have
with a mounting track to save money pictured below. However, the area to install the door
switch in the door frame pictured below there is no room to run wires in the wall that ends right
at the end of the door frame. Therefore, I think I can just mount the door switch at the top of the
door frame using a electrical box. I also will have to install a outlet on the inside of the pantry.
There is a outlet on the other side of the wall pictured below. Can I wire all this up and using a
grounded extension cord and plug it in the new electrical outlet in the pantry? Here is a link to
the pictures. For some reason this form wont let me upload or link pictures here. Just want to
give you an update on the direction I went. I decided not to use the door jam light switch
because there was no room in the wall to install the wires behind it and did not want to put in a
box to house it. It was the same price as the door jam light switch. And I ran indoor NM-B wire
through the wall from the outlet that is on the other side of the wall to the light switch and up to

the electrical outlet. This way I wouldn't have to buy conduit. Unfortunately, your link wouldn't
work, perhaps your Photobucket account is set at private? In any case, in terms of safety over
time, it's really more efficient to have everything hard-wired no outlet and yes, installing it in
conduit would be beneficial. That doesn't mean you'd have to have regular metal round EMT
conduit. You can use the more flatter and decorative surface-mounted raceway conduit by
Wiremold that hides the wire and still looks better than anything else out there today. To read
more about using Wiremold Raceways, click here. You can still allow for an outlet if the rope
light has a plug in, but the switch MUST interrupt the lights, so make sure plan out not only
where the source wire will come from, but how the switch will go to the light to safely control it.
Thank you Adam and Joseph for your reply and great suggestions. Sorry Joseph that my
PhotoBucket link didn't work for you. I checked and it is set for public viewing. I think Adam
was able to view them. As Adam said the extension cord is "considered 'temporary'" and then if
I can't use a extension cord from the surface mount box to the outlet then what other wire
solution do you think I can use? Or would you think a outdoor grounded extension cord ran
through a raceway would be ok? Or as Joseph said hardwiring everything would be better with
out an outlet. But I am also looking at cost. I will have to see and compare prices too. Might be
easier too to hardwire it all. Sign In to join the community Help. Installing a Door Light Switch.
Would that be safe? Or would I have to install conduit? What do you think I will need to make
this happen as far as parts? Pictures: Here is a link to the pictures. Not what you were looking
for? Try posting a question. Like 0 Comment 5 Stay updated Report. Hello, Just want to give
you an update on the direction I went. Thank you Joseph and Adam for your help! Best Answer.
Like 0 Report. Good morning Mike, Thanks for your question and welcome to the community!
This means making holes and getting access into the door frame via drilling. Planning and even
sketching out where everything will go can greatly help make this switch work successfully.
Like 1 Report. Without modification to the framing around the door you're probably not going to
have enough room to get the switch in there. Because you have a "thin" wall it might be even
more challenging, if not impossible. The electrical code doesn't cover extension cords because
they are considered "temporary" which means you should probably consider them as such too.
In other words, they shouldn't be a permanent solution. I might consider coming out of that
receptacle box and using a surface mount raceway like Wiremold. Just put in an ordinary light
switch in a surface mount box and a receptacle for you rope light or continue up to the ceiling a
put in a light fixture of some sort. Given how small that closet it, I would be leary of using an
exposed bulb because of the possibility of it coming into contact with something in the pantry
or being broken. You can not put a plug on NM-B. Wiremold can get a little expensive but
remember you're dealing with electrical wiring that if done incorrectly can cause property
damage, personal injury, and even death. Whatever you spend on the materials to do the job
correctly will be less than the deductible on your homeowners or health insurance. What I might
suggest is coming out of the receptacle box on the other side of the wall with a short piece of
NM-B I'm assuming it's approved in your area. Stay within the same stud bay as existing
receptacle and run the NM-B into the back of a surface mount Wiremold box. From there go
across and up with surface mount Wiremold raceway to a second surface mount box. It can be a
single gang 1 device box for a switch and then continue up to a another box on the ceiling
where you can mount a light fixture. Or use a double gang box two devices and put in a switch
that controls the receptacle next to it. Then plug in your rope lights. Inside the raceway you use
individual wires, not NM-B. And, no, you can't strip the jacket off the NM-B and use the wires
individually. Hi Ihatemyfanswich, welcome to the community. I know repairing a fan switch can
be frustrating sometimes. Sorry to hear you're having trouble with this. To get you some help
right away, you will need some information. You need the correct model number and UPC code.
You can find these located on a sticker on top of the motor housing. You need these as there
are several manufactures of Hampton Bay fans. Once you have this information you can place a
call to
2006 bmw z4 manual
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the Hampton Bay customer service team and they can help you figure out what the problem is
and how to fix it. If you need to order repair parts, you can do that while you're on the phone
with them. Here is the Hampton Bay phone number:. Thank you again for joining us on the
community. Sign In to join the community Help. Ceiling Fan pull switch help! I just moved into a
new house and found the destroyed pull switch for the ceiling fan in a baggie with a note saying
sorry its broke. The fan is a Hampton Bay 3 speed with a 3 light fixture at the bottom. I don't
know the model. Since the old switch was already removed from the fan I don't know what wires

go where. I've tried different combinations of wires in the new switch but can't get it to work at
all. Wire colors. What would be the correct wire combinations? Not what you were looking for?
Try posting a question. Like 0 Comment 1 Stay updated Report. Here is the Hampton Bay phone
number: Monday-Friday, 8 am. Best Answer. Like 0 Report.

